In the ramified Cauchy problem, analytic continuation of holomorphic solutions has been mainly studied. In this paper, we prove the propagation of singularities for a class of linear partial differential equations with non-involutive multiple characteristics. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem in a complex domain with singular initial data and study the propagation of singularities of the solution.
It is one of the most fundamental problems in the theory of partial differential equations, and its study goes back to J. Leray [10] . Since then, many important articles have been published for this problem, especially Y. Hamada, J. Leray and C. Wagschal [4] for operators with characteristics of constant multiplicity, D. Schiltz, J. Vaillant and C. Wagschal [14] and C. Wagschal [16] for operators with involutive multiple characteristics. There are also several interesting papers for operators with non-involutive multiple characteristics, e.g., J. Urabe [15] . C. Wagschal [17] , J. Persson [13] , S. Ouchi [12] and S. Fujiie [2] . In those papers, the analytic continuation of the holomorphic solution was mainly studied.
Consider the following Cauchy problem first.
\P a} u--={J%-ziPt+'Zl-ib J Dj+c}u = Q (1)
where z-G*i,-,*") ^C n , z' = (z 2 ,°~,Zn), n>2, Dj = d/dzj, the coefficients are all holomorphic in Q r '-~ (z'\z^<ri, Vi} with r= (ri f '",r«), fi>0.
Denote S 1 --{^i = 0} and T' = tg:i =:^» =0} f and suppose the initial data^-C?') are both holomorphic at a point z = a' ^ (S -T) H fl and have a holomorphic extension in the universal covering space ffl{(S -T) fl ,0} each, that is, each tti (*') can be analytically continued along any path (continuous curve) in (S -T) n Q issued from a. Note K l := {z n + z 2 1 /2 = Q} and K 2 ' = (z n~ 4/2 = 0} are characteristic surfaces of P (1) issued from T.
By the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya theorem, there is a unique holomorphic solution u (z) to 'the Cauchy problem (l) in a neighborhood of a = (0, a') . Note one may replace the starting point a= (0, a') with another one arbitrarily. Then it follows from the result of C. Wagschal [17] that there exists p -(pi,"°,p«) , Pi>0, such that the local holomorphic solution u (z} at a-(0, a') ^ (S-~T) r\Q p has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering space yt(Q p -K l \JK 2 }. (j.
Persson [13] proved it with a different method. J. Urabe [15] gave an expression of the solution in terms of hypergeometric functions when the initial data are meromorphic and b n (0, z} is constant.) Now, let us say z^K [u] denotes the weak singular support of u in the above sense. This equality is a complex version of the branching of singularities of solutions in real domains (cf. S. Alinhac [1] , N. Ranges [5] and T. Oaku [11] ). Consider the following Cauchy problem as well.
,v
u(Q,z')=u Q (z')
where the coefficients are all holomorphic in Q r and the initial datum UQ(Z') is holomorphic at a point z'=a'€= (S~T) D Q and has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering space $H(S -T) C\Q}.
The operator P (2) is of Fuchs type in the sense of Baouendi-Goulaouic.
K l '-= (z n + ^i = 0} and K 2 '-= (z n ~ zi = 0} are characteristic surfaces issued from T, and the initial surface S 1 is also characteristic. If bi (0) =£0, -1, -2,°°% there is a unique holomorphic solution u (z) to the Cauchy problem (2) in a neighborhood of a= (0, a) by the Cauchy-Kovalevskaya type theorem due to Y. Hasegawa [6] . Moreover, it follows from S. Ouchi [12] that there exists /o= (pi, "-,pn) , P/>0, such that this local holomorphic solution u (z) ata= (0, a) & (ST ) f\Q p has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering space [2] , too.) It is also our aim to investigate how the singularities of the initial datum propagate in this case.
By the way, the operators P (1) and P (2) have a common property. Denote 2 =~z^n,a = l for P (1) , and &=&, * 2 = ~ &., a = *i for P (2) . Let P 2 denote their principal part. Then P (1) and P (2) both satisfy the following condition.
Condition N. There are X 1 (z, £'), i = 1, 2, holomorphic in a neighborhood of (z, £') = (0, i/) such that the following 1) ~3) hold:
is the coefficient of Df, i/= (0,---,0, 1) ^C w-1 and { , } stands for the Poisson bracket.
In this paper we generally study the operators satisfying this condition. In Section 2, the main results will be stated. The main theorem (Theorem 2.2) is on removable singularities of solutions of Pu = 0, where P is an arbitrary operator satisfying the above condition. The problems mentioned above will be answered for more general operators by its corollaries (Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4).
The main theorem will be proved in Sections 3 and 4. Hartogs' method, Cauchy-Kovalevskaya type theorem obtained in our preceding paper [8] and Zerner's method [18] are essentially used there. It is remarkable that there are three standard forms of the operators satisfying the above condition (Proposition 4.2).
In Section 5, an extension of the main theorem to higher order operators will be given.
The following notations are employed in this article: . It is easy to see that these three operators satisfy Condition N. Conversely, we will see that any operator satisfying Condition N can be reduced to one of these three operators by a suitable change of variables (Proposition 4.2).
We will also see the indicial conditions of P 4 , P B and P c are respectively written in terms of their coefficients as follows.
(See Section 4, 4.7.)
Propagation of Singularities
For P=P A or P 5 , consider the Cauchy problem Under the corresponding indicial condition, the following corollary directly follows from Theorem 2.2. It is a complex version of the branching of singularities in real domains (Cf. [1] , [5] and [11] ) and gives an answer to the first problem mentioned in Introduction. 
Remark. The assumption that u (z) is holomorphic at a= (0, a') ^ (S~ T) D £? and has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering 91 (V) is equal to say that u (z) is holomorphic at a point z° ^ F, has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering 91 (V) and has a point of weak analytic continuation a = §3 8 Hartog's Method
In this section, we prepare several propositions on the analytic continuation of holomorphic functions to prove the Main theorem.
Let Q<a'i<a t (i = l,-&) and denote G-= fe;kl< a it Vi} and H'={\Zt\<a'i V i<n~l, U«|<a»} U {|^-|<a z -Vi<n~ 1, a n <\z n \<a^ . The following theorem is due to Hartogs and fundamental in the theory of several complex variables. 
]] . Let a) be a neighborhood of a point z^K. Every holomorphic function u(z) in (U -K) U a) has a holomorphic extension in U.
Proof. Let z* be an arbitrary point on K and 7: z = z(i), 0<f<l, be a path on K with z(0) ^Fand z(l) =2:*. Then one can easily see by using Theorem 3.1 finite times that u (z) is continued analytically along 7 up to z*.
(
Q.E.D.)
The following proposition is a simple modification of the above one.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose u(z) is holomorphic at a point z° e ([/ -#) and /ias a holomorphic extension in the universal covering space 3l(U-K). Then, if u (z) has a point of weak analytic continuation z^-K, it has a holomorphic extension in U.
Proof, u (z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood a) of z^K and it is easy to see that any closed path in U~K is homotope with a path in a) -K. Hence u(z) must be single valued and one can apply Proposition 3.2.
(Q.E.D.)
and suppose u (z) is holomorphic at a point z° ^ V and has a holmorphic extension in the universal covering 91 (V) . Then the following (a) , (b) and (c) are equivalent: (a) There is a point of strong analytic continuation F^ (K 2 -T) r\Qofu(z). (b) Every z*^ (K 2 -T) HjQ is a point of strong analytic continuation of u (z) . (c) u (z) has a holomorphic extension in the universal covering
Proof. We first prove (a)=> (b). Let z* be an arbitrary point in K 2~T and let us prove that u (z) can be analytically continued up to z* along any path 7: z=z(i) (0<t<l) satisfying *(0)=*°, z(l) =z* and z(t) <^V for t*l.
Since K 2~T is connected, there exists a path <5: z=L > (t) (0<t<l) such that Next we prove (b)=^(c). Let 7: z = z(t) (0<t<l) be an arbitrary path satisfying 2(6) = z° and z(t) ^ (@~S U K l ) . We show u can be analytically One can prove the following proposition exactly in the same way. The following proposition seems similar to the above one, but there is an essential difference between them. Proof. Since zis a point of weak analytic continuation, there is a path 7: z = £0), 0<£<1, satisfying (7) along which u (z} is analytically continued up to z.
Let f: 2=£(0, 0<£<1, be another arbitrary path satisfying (7) and set d'-=~r+r-One can write d: z=z(t), 0<£<1, by defining z(t) =£(l-2f) for 0 <t<l/2 and*(f)=C(2f-l) for l/2<t<l. It satisfies
One can easily see there is a 1-parameter group of paths 7": z = z v (t} , Q<t <1, being continuous in {0<y<l,0<t<l} such that z l
(t) =z(t), z v (t) satisfies (8) for y>0 and Z Q (t) e (S-T) H Q for all t.
By the same way as the proof of Proposition 3.2, one can see that u(z) is analytically continued from z to itself along 7° c (s -T) fl Q, The obtained function element is holomorphic in a neighborhood a) of z.
From the assumption, u (z) is also analytically continued along 7^ for all y except the end point z. Since z^(t) is continuous in {0<y<l, 0:< £:<!}, the analytic continuation along 7^ agrees with that along 7° in a)\(z} . Hence we see u (z) is continued analytically up to the end point z along any 7 y and therefore along 7 1 . It means u (z) can be continued analytically along 7 up to z, namely F is a point of strong analytic continuation. By the same way as the proof of Proposition 3.4, one can prove u (z) has a holomorphic extension in 3l(Q-K).
Remark 3.7. There is a topological difference between Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. We give an example to explain the necessity of assuming strong analytic continuation in Proposition 3.5. Let &^{1, 2,-"}, fl:={U/|<l, i = l, 
. Let u (z) be holomorphic at a point z° ^ V and have a holomorphic extension in ^ (V) . Then, if u (z) has a point of weak analytic continuation z an T, it has a unique holomorphic extension in Q.
Proof. u(z) is holomorphic in a neighborhood a) of F^ T and it is easy to see that any closed path in V is homotope with a closed path in a) fl V. Hence u (z) must be single valued and one can prove this proposition in the same way as the proof of Proposition 3 . 2.
Q££.) §4. Proof of Main Theorem
In this section we prove the Main theorem. Hence Condition N and the indicial condition (3) are supposed. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose the Condition N and the indicial condition (3). Let u (z) be holomorphic in a neighborhood of z°& (Q~K) , satisfy the equation Pu = 0 there and have a holomorphic extension in the universal covering $l(Q -K). Then the origin z = O^K is a point of weak analytic continuation of u (z) .

Change of Variables
From now on we will prove Proposition 4.1. For that purpose we will make change of variables of the following form several times. 
Then we have
Hence the following two cases are possibe.
In the 1st case, one can write a = zia, a(Q) ^0, and, by omitting ~, P is written as (11) where a (0) 9^0, a ww (0) =£0.
In the 2nd case, one can write a ww =2iai,, f oi w (0) =£0. Omit~ and set / J,k where 2J and 2/,* denote the sum for 2 </ <n -1 and for 2 </, fe <n -1 respectively. By Condition N, JA (z, C') is holomorphic in a conic neighborhood of (z, CO = (0, v'), say F£ : ={(Z, C) ;k«l<£ Vi^njG/Cwl^5 Vi<n -1}. Therefore 4 can not have simple zeros there.
Suppose a/ n (0, 2') ^0 for some 2 </<% -!. Fix 2' near the origin and let z\ = 0, Cfr -0 for fe=£/. Then which vanishes on ^ = 0 with degree 1. It is a contradiction, and hence we see «/«(0, /) =0 for all 2</<w-l.
Denote ajn-ziajn, omit~ and write
where a (a, C") = T.",(a in /a nn ) 0 and ^ (z, C") = ~ S« WO C/C* + « 2 (2, C") .
Put/ -F', C«=l, C"=TC-T^C, then
It vanishes on f r, CO ±y0fei.F', CO) -o Suppose a (0, *', CO * 0. Suppose also 0(*i, *', CO * 0. Since a, £ are holomorphie, there are (£', CO such that a(0, * ', CO =£0 and f}(z lt z', CO ^0 as a function of z\. Therefore there is a z\=z\ with 0<|£i|<£ such that A has at least one simple zero r with |r|<l. Therefore, if a(0, z, CO ^0, then $(zi, z f , CO must vanish identically and so the operator P can be written in the form (12) where the coefficients are all holomorphie in a neighborhood of z -0, a (0) ^0 and a n (0)^0. Recall the Cauchy Kovalevskaya type theorem obtained in our preceding paper [8] . 
where A (m -s) = {a;\a\ = m -s, a n ^m -r, a^ (r~s, 0, °°° ,0, m ~ r) } , the coefficents are all holomorphic in a neighborhood Q of the origin z~Q and each I (a) is a non-negative integer satisfying
Setting (14) I L (X): we call it the indicial polynomial of L with respect to
Note the hyperplane z n -h, h&C, is characteristic for L with multiplicity at least r. Let U={z'\Zj\<p}^-Q and consider the characteristic Cauchy problem (15) as 
Proof of Proposition 4.1
To apply the above theorem to the operators satisfying Condition N, we need to change the variables. We will consider only the case K=K l . It is easy to see that
Here we used D/D fc (P'(O f *') =0 for/, J^>2 and ^(0, /, y') =4(0, /, ^) for/> 
(ft) .
Noting the above, one can prove this theorem in the same way as the proof of Main theorem.
